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Case Study: Branding Services
Right Tree worked with The Community Service Society of
New York (CSS) on a 12-month consultation following an
extensive strategic program planning cycle by the organization.
It was determined that CSS should realign its priority focus to
making work a viable pathway out of poverty for low-income
New Yorkers.
CSS enlisted our help in developing the communication
elements that would signal this change, unify their brand, and deliver messages that would educate,
motivate, and inspire key target audiences to support their programs and policy agenda.
Highlights:
§ Branding/Core Messaging: Right Tree developed core messaging for this respected, 160-year
old institution. We improved communications to better reflect their legacy of leadership and
contemporary relevance as advocates on the front lines of urban poverty. We organized their
mission-driven work under a cohesive sub-brand – “The Urban Agenda” – to articulate the threepoint action plan developed during their strategic planning process. CSS felt the final product told
their story in a bold, fresh, and concise manner. CEO, David Jones appreciated Right Tree’s
ability to listen and translate what was revealed during discovery into straightforward language.
§ Professional Skills Training: Right Tree presented multiple workshops for 200+ staff, board
members, and consultants to teach them how to use the new messaging, adhere to brand standards,
and employ other supportive marketing tools. We also trained staff to help them navigate
common communication scenarios related to advocacy, media relations, fundraising, and
service/volunteer programs.
§ Strategic Planning: We facilitated a planning retreat involving CSS senior leadership, economic
justice advocates, academics, and other collaborative partners. The purpose was to build consensus
around a shared strategic vision and organizing framework to help low-wage workers move up and
out of poverty.
§ Marketing Collateral: Right Tree developed the concept and content for the organization’s
revamped capabilities brochure. This leave-behind piece introduced the repositioned CSS to
diverse target audiences including: policymakers, peer groups, government officials, donors, union
leaders, and community activists working on behalf of poor and low-income people.
Results:
§ Right Tree helped CSS integrate and leverage their assets. Senior staff and board members
emerged from this process with a clear consensus about their organizational identity and
communication priorities.
§ We created messaging that promotes the CSS agenda for economic advancement and highlights
the subsequent benefits to society as a whole.
§ We also modified the institution’s image by infusing marketing content with a less academic,
more visceral tone. This strategy showcased the passionate commitment that accounts for this
reputable agency’s outstanding record of innovation and achievement.
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